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Poul V. Jensen is the Director of EBTC, the European Business and Technology Centre, an organisation creating eco-systems and platforms
for Indo-European technology and innovation collaboration in dynamic sectors such as Transport, Energy, and Environment. At EBTC his main
focus is developing successful engagement models, incorporating policy and business actors alike. In this process a number of tools, services
and platforms have been developed, and via a unique cluster model approach, consolidating best practice relevant for the growing Indian
economy. EBTC’s work has greatly been aligned with Indian Prime Minister Modi’s large scale initiatives 100 Smart Cities, Clean Ganga, Clean
India, and more, and all specifically address the challenges of cross-border collaboration, including issues related to transfer of technologies,
exchanging knowledge, developing innovation ecosystems, and more.
Before joining EBTC, Mr. Jensen was 8 years with German Management Consulting firm TransCare, for whom he as managing director built up
the Indian subsidiary. With TransCare he provided international consulting services to a multitude of organisations across the globe, and in
India specifically he has been influential in the Indian Logistics and Infrastructure space, developing innovative supply chain solutions for
various industry verticals, infusing his best practice knowledge of intermodal transportation, and developing business plans for some of the
recently formed private container train operators as well as for several of India’s major and minor ports. Mr. Jensen was a member of the CII
National Committee on Transportation, providing research, impetus, stimulus and inputs towards Indian policy making bodies.
Prior to TransCare, Mr. Jensen spent 10 years with the then largest Danish Conglomerate, East Asiatic Company, operating globally. During
his tenure he held various roles throughout the value chain of the company, with postings to Australia, Denmark, Germany and New Zealand,
ultimately becoming the European commercial head.
Mr. Jensen studied Bachelor International Trade at Copenhagen Business School, Denmark and holds his Masters in Business Administration
from Cass Business School, London.
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